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Abstract 

Quantum-dot cellular automata (QCA) exhibit a new paradigm at Nano scale for 

possible substitution of conventional CMOS technology. Most of the research 

works in QCA domain have completely ignored the significance of energy 

consumption constraint in designing circuits. According to the high rate of 

dimensions shrinkage in conventional CMOS circuits, serious challenges threat 

this technology. Quantum-dot cellular automata are a well-known and possible 

solution for replacement of CMOS technology. QCA is nothing but semi-

conductor particle whose range is in Nano meters, hence the name 

nanotechnology. They have wide range of application due the ability to absorb 

light and emit in different wavelength. In this paper we see how to design a 

synchronous counter circuit using QCA Designer and to find the area occupied 

by that circuit. The main problem for any circuit is power dissipation and here in 

this paper, we have reduced the power dissipation by reducing the area occupied 

by that circuit. Later at last we have compared QCA Designed counter circuit 

with the Verilog Coded counter in terms of complexity and power dissipation. 

Keywords: CMOS, QCA cell, QCA Designer, QCA wiring, Quantum Dots, 

Synchronous Counter, Verilog HDL. 
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1.  Introduction 

Quantum-dot Cellular Automata (QCA) is introduced to be an alternative for 

conventional CMOS technology. On-going shrinkage in CMOS circuits’ 

dimensions has produced some vital issues such as leakage currents and high-power 

consumption and eventually made them ineffective at nano-scale architectures not 

only QCA’s advent gives a solution for nano-scale designing problems, but also its 

innovative and simple method for illustration of binary logics has attracted lots of 

attentions. Unlike, the transistor-based technologies, QCA can operate based on 

Columbic interaction instead of current. The basic unit in QCA is a cell composed 

of four dots and two excess electrons which lead to two stable states as the first 

concept of a digital system. Since the introduction of QCA, many studies have been 

performed to design various logical circuits based on this technology. For instance; 

declaring the design rules for robust QCA circuits, implementing full adder cell, 

design of new nano-scale devices such as five-input majority gate, designs for 

memory cells, power dissipation analysis and array divider designs have been 

presented. Many attentions are also paid to practical QCA implementations. A 

QCA cell can be implemented via four techniques (Metal-island, Molecular, 

Semiconductor, and Magnetic) as is presented. An accurate operation in QCA 

circuits could be done in a temperature below 7° Kelvin which is necessary to 

distinguish between states in a QCA cell. However, many investigations have been 

made regards to the chance of increasing QCA circuit temperature. These attempts 

showed that physical characteristics could be changed to implement QCA circuits 

with ability to work in different temperatures [1].  

Based on the literature survey, It has been observed that the registers (i.e., shift 

registers) as well as the counters are the most commonly used devices for the design 

and implementation of the sequential circuits. Counters have a wide area of use 

which two of the most important ones are dividing frequency and counting pulse. 

Hence, many efforts for designing efficient counters are made by researchers with 

focusing on the implementation based on the conventional scheme used in digital 

designs. However, the authors have introduced an innovative QCA compatible 

design for counters using the inherent capability of QCA loop. In this paper, the 

author mainly concentrates to design a counter circuit which will help us to reduce 

the number of cells when compared to the available references given below. Thus, 

based on the density of the components used by the circuit, area as well as size can 

be optimised which in turn determines the resultant power dissipated by the circuit. 

Counter is used for sequential circuits and it can use to trigger any other circuit with 

some delay, as available in the delay circuit, etc. [2-5]. 

2.  QCA Cell  

QCA cell is the basic building blocks of the Quantum Cellular Automata. They are 

nothing but a square shaped cell which have four dots called Quantum Dots or 

Quantum well. The dots are required to hold the electron in which is nothing but 

storing binary value in them. They form a capacitor junction between two Quantum 

Dots which is nothing but junction tunnel. This tunnel will help in forming 

intercellular barriers so that the electrons inside the well are not allowed to escape 

from the well when it is exited. QCA cells can be of two types based on the location 

of the Quantum Dots inside the cell as shown in below Fig. 1 [6]. 
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If the dots are at the corner of the cell, then it has 90-degree phase shift. If the 

dots are at the centre of each side, then it has 45° phase shift. 

 

Fig. 1. QCA cell (Arrangement of Quantum Dots inside a Cell) [7]. 

2.1. Polarization 

Electrons inside QCA cell will move in diagonal, which is shown in Fig. 1. If the 

electrons are in bottom-up diagonal, then it has polarization +1 and it carries a 

binary value 1. If the electrons are arranged it top-down order as shown in Fig. 1, 

then they have polarization -1 and it carries a binary value 0. The use of polarization 

is seen in detail when we are going through majority gates [8]. 

2.2.  Majority Gates 

Majority gates are formed by using four cells around the main cell as shown in Fig. 

2. The majority gate is basically 3 inputs 1 output gate where among 4 cells 3 can 

be considered as inputs and one as output as shown in Fig. 2. Using this, we can 

create any kind of 3 input basic gates like AND-gate or OR-gate. We can implement 

two input AND or OR gate by using any 2 out of 3 cells as input cells and one 

output cell. The remaining one cell will decide whether the given cell is AND gate 

or OR gate. If the cell is given with polarization -1, then the majority gate is AND 

gate. If the cell is given with polarization +1, then the majority gate is OR gate as 

shown in Fig. 2 [9]. 

 

Fig. 2. Majority gate with polarization phenomenon [10]. 

3.  QCA Wire 

In order to carry a given signal, we make use wire in traditional analog circuits. 

Similarly, in this software based design, we use the term called QCA wire. QCA 

wire is nothing but a sequence of cells as shown in Fig. 3. 

The working of QCA wire is simple, i.e., it just carries the electrons in bottom-up 

or top-down diagonal manner only. So, the value remains same throughout the wire and 

same value is passed out. To keep this cells constant without changing the value, we 

use the clocking facility in QCA which helps in holding the value inside a cell [12]. 
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Fig. 3. QCA wire [11]. 

4. QCA Clocking Sequence 

Before going in detail about clocking, we must know how does the cells are 

differentiated. Fig. 4 shows the colours used to differentiate the cells. The input 

cell is in blue colour whereas the output cell is yellow. Similarly, the clock cells 

are green, pink, light blue and white in colour for clock 0, clock 1, clock 2 and 

clock 3 respectively. 

 

Fig. 4. QCA Clock Sequence [13]. 

There are four states with respect to four clocks. Each clock represents as state as 

shown in Fig. 5. Clock 0 represents switch state, where the empty cells will gain electron 

and get excited from lower level to higher level. Clock 1 represents hold state, where 

intercellular barriers are formed to hold the electrons. Clock 2 represents release state, 

where the intercellular barriers are removed and at last clock 3 represents relax state 

where the electrons are free, and the cell comes back to its normal state. The clocks 

should be used in cyclic manner to avoid noise in the output [14]. 

 

State of Clock Sequencing [14]. 
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5.  Proposed Design of Counter Circuit 

Figure 6 shows the schematic arrangement of the proposed synchronous counter 

circuit using the QCA tool due to which the design of the circuit becomes quite 

convenient as well. Performance can be analyzed with working prototypes as 

depicted in Appendix A. This tool also provides best possible optimization of the 

power consumption by the circuit. 

Figures 7 and 8 show the simulations results of the proposed circuit of the 

synchronous counter using the QCA tool. 

The truth table given below in Table 1 explains the synchronous counter output 

where, there are four outputs for 4-bit counter and one input called select or sel. If 

it is a 4-bit synchronous counter then we have 24 combinations of output, i.e., 16 

output combinations as shown above.  

 

Fig. 6. Proposed design of counter circuit. 

 

Fig. 7. Simulation result of counter circuit using QCA. 
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Fig. 8. Single sample of the simulation of counter circuit. 

Table 1. Truth table of the counter circuit. 

Selection C3 C2 C1 C0 

1 0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 1 
1 0 0 1 0 

1 0 0 1 1 

1 0 1 0 0 
1 0 1 0 1 

1 0 1 1 0 

1 0 1 1 1 
1 1 0 0 0 

1 1 0 0 1 

1 1 0 1 0 
1 1 0 1 1 

1 1 1 0 0 

1 1 1 0 1 
1 1 1 1 0 

1 1 1 1 1 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

The counter circuit has been provided with a selection line, which acts as the 

enable signal so as to provide the output of the circuit, i.e., ON and OFF sequence 

of the counter circuit can be controlled on the basis of the select line. This decision 

has been taken on the basis of high or low input at the selection lines. 
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6.  Performance Evaluation of Counter Circuit on the basis of Area 

and Power Dissipation 

As we discussed earlier, the power dissipated by a circuit can be reduced by 

minimizing the number of cells and area occupied by the circuit as shown in Tables 

2 and 3. Here in this paper, we are comparing our calculations with exiting work 

[1-4]. Power dissipation can be calculated by the below expression, i.e.,  

𝑃𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑠 =
𝐸𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑠

𝑇𝑐𝑐
<

ℎ

2𝑇𝑐𝑐
�⃗� + [−

�⃗⃗⃗�+

|𝛤+⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗|
𝑡𝑎𝑛 ℎ (

ℎ|𝛤𝑡⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ |

𝑘𝑐𝑇
) +

�⃗⃗⃗�−

|�⃗⃗⃗�−|
(
ℎ|�⃗⃗⃗�−|

𝑘𝐶𝑇
)]             (1) 

Table 2. Comparative analysis (Area). 

Reference Complexity Area (µm²) 

[1] 1130 2.20 

[2] 652 0.74 

[3] 354 0.49 

[4] 232 0.20 

Proposed 96 0.14 

Table 3. Comparative analysis (Power dissipation). 

Reference Power Dissipation 

[1] 351.22 

[2] 395.99 

[3] 298.31 

[4] 417.83 

Proposed 252.14 

7.  Results and Discussion 

The Verilog design of the considered circuit will be quite complicated when 

compared to QCA designed based circuit. In Verilog HDL, the circuit design is 

nothing but coding which is bit difficult as compared to the circuit design in QCA 

designer tool as shown in Figures 9 and 10. The steps in simulating Verilog code is 

more complicated than QCA designer because of the textual coding. Thus, based 

on the above comparative analysis of the performance of the proposed circuit with 

the existing one (i.e., references 1 to 4), the author has submitted an innovative and 

better circuit in terms of complexity, area and power dissipation.  

 

Fig. 9. Source code of main module (Verilog). 
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Fig. 10. Verilog code test bench. 

The area occupied by Verilog code is more and power dissipation of the overall 

Verilog code ends up around 302uW, which is far greater than QCA designer’s 

power dissipation as depicted in Fig. 11. 

Time delay: 

One of the main components in Verilog HDL code is giving clock delay, which 

defines a clock when to rise or fall. So, when we define a delay shown in Fig. 11, 

the clock sequence will be generated accordingly. Each clock rising edge will have 

a specified delay so that after the delay the value of the counter will change to the 

next value. 

 

Fig. 11. Output waveform (Verilog). 

Reset: 

Another input which acts as enable is reset. Reset is generally used to control the 

output on or off (which is similar to select input line of QCA Designed circuit). 

Here initially we keep the reset high so that the value remains in 0000. When the 

reset is low then the counter starts counting or incrementing for every rising edge 

clock pulse. In Verilog HDL, as shown in Appendix B, the code is divided into 2 

main blocks, main module and test bench. 

Main module: 

Main module is the first part of writing a Verilog code, where the code for the give 

logic is written and executed. 
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Main module gives the complete details of what the code is written for and it 

can be written in following methods: data flow, behavioural or structural models. 

In data flow, the code is written in the form of Boolean expressions and in 

behavioural model, we write the code with the help of truth table and at last in 

structural model, we write the code in the form of instances. 

Test bench: 

In test bench, we have a code as mentioned in Appendix A, which is used to verify 

the main module. In simple logic, test bench is used to verify the code present in 

main module. Test bench consist of the values for which the code is verified and 

delays for each output to appear on the simulator when simulated. 

8.  Conclusions 

In this paper we have seen the design of synchronous counter circuit using QCA 

Designer and Verilog HDL code using XILINX. The area occupied by the Verilog 

code is more when compared to QCA design. The steps for execution are more in 

Verilog code is more and complex. If we have error in one step we can’t get the 

output, where as in QCA Designer, the steps of execution are less, and we get output 

without any interrupts. Clock delay is applied to the Verilog code, in Fig. 10, we 

can see the there is a delay for clock which is 30 ns.  

Also, we can observe that to get the particular output we are giving delays for 

each input for a particular instant of time. So, this will make a huge impact on 

overall performance of the code. So, if we see the output of the Verilog code, we 

can observe there is a delay for each output. On summing the delays, it will cost us 

more time. Hence, if we see the QCA circuit output, the clock delay is very much 

less and even can be neglected.  

The output of the Verilog code is undefined or do not care until the first positive 

edge. So, until then the output is considered as a junk values but due to the absence 

of the external clocking, it will remove such kind of situations. Due to these 

disadvantages in Verilog circuit, we see that the power dissipated by the code is more 

when compared to QCA Designed circuit. On calculating, we ended around 302 µW, 

which is much greater than the calculated value of QCA circuit shown in Table 3. 
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Nomenclatures 
 

QCA Quantum Computational Automata 

Pdiss Power Dissipation 

VHDL Verilog Hardware Description Language 
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Appendix A 

Representation and Figures of Design Charts 

In this present work, the author has presented a novel design of the circuit of a 

sequential device, i.e., a counter, which is to be used for the reversible ALU of the 

quantum processor. The proposed design of this counter has been modelled for the 

most efficient performance and as per the requirement of the processor using the 

QCA domain (Viz. Figs. A-1 and A-2. Later on, this circuit has been simulated with 

dominant parameters with the help of QCA Designer tool as well as Verilog HDL. 

 

Fig. A-1. Proposed design of the circuit. 

 
Fig. A-2. Simulated results using QCA designer tool. 

Appendix B 

Verilog HDL Code  

B.1. Introduction 

In the experimental work of this manuscript, the author has made the use of the 

Quantum Dots Cellular Automata (QCA) Designer tool so as to obtain the best and 
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desired simulation results. This is nothing but an important tool to simulate a given 

circuit in nano domain with its desired characteristics and performance. 

B.2. Programme Structure and Source Code 

In addition to this, some programming has been also carried out using Verilog 

Hardware Description Language (HDL) in order to obtain the performance 

evaluation of the proposed circuit of the reversible ALU (Figs. B-1.) 

B.1. Main Module 

module bcdup(input clk, input reset, 

output reg [3:0] q); 

always@(posedge clk) 

begin 

if(reset) 

q<=4’b0000; 

else 

q<=q+1; 

end 

end module  

B.2. Test Bench 

module syncbcdutest; 

reg reset; 

reg clk; 

wire [3:0] q; 

syncbcdutest uut( .reset(reset), .clk(clk), .q(q) ); 

initial begin 

clk=1; 

reset=1; 

#100 reset=0; 

#300 reset=1; 

#100 reset=0; 

end 

always 

#30 clk=~clk; 

end module 
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(a) Proposed design of the circuit. 

 

(b) Simulated results. 

Fig. B-1. Verilog code for the proposed circuit. 


